NUNCHUK® Precision Shaft Produces Two Top 3 Finishes in the PGA Tour Playoffs for the FedExCup; Two Top 10’s on Champions Tour

T3 Finishes at both The Barclays and the Deutsche Bank Championship
Two Current NUNCHUK® Players Qualify for the BMW Championship
4th and 7th Place Finishes at Boeing Classic on Champions Tour
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The NUNCHUK® Precision Shaft continued its string of impressive results on both the PGA Tour and the Champions Tour.  The PGA Tour Playoffs for the FedExCup kicked off with The Barclays and the Deutsche Bank Championship.  The NUNCHUK® shaft was in the bag of the player that finished T3 at both events.  At the Boeing Championship on the Champions Tour, the NUNCHUK® shaft drove 4th place and 7th place finishes.

At The Barclay’s, the NUNCHUK® shaft helped one of the 3rd place finishers close the final round with a 10-under par 61 – a course record at Plainfield Country Club.  He followed up that impressive performance with a 13-under par 271, which netted a T3 finish at the Deutsche Bank Championship.  The two consecutive T3 finishes powered a big move up to 5th place on the FedExCup points list.  Overall, two players playing the NUNCHUK® shaft moved on to the BMW Championship, the next event in the PGA Tour Playoffs. 

The NUNCHUK® Precision Shaft delivered two more Top 10 finishes on the Champions Tour at the Boeing Classic.  The 4th place and 7th place finishers both had NUNCHUK® shafts in the bag. The 4th place finisher is currently in 10th Place on the Charles Schwab Cup Championship points list.

“The PGA Tour Playoffs for the FedExCup brings together the world’s best golfers,” said Arnie Cunningham, the NUNCHUK® PGA Tour rep. “Scoring two consecutive third place finishes in the Playoffs solidifies the NUNCHUK® shaft’s reputation as the hottest new shaft on the PGA Tour.”

“We are proud that professionals using the NUNCHUK® are represented near the top of both the FedExCup and Charles Schwab Cup Championship points lists,” said Mike McCall, nVentix® Golf CEO.  “At the same time, the NUNCHUK’s® patent-pending design is also helping golfers of all abilities around the world bring a new level of consistency and fun back to their golf game.”  The revolutionary technology in the NUNCHUK’s® design allows the exact same shaft to be used by professionals and amateurs, men and women, juniors and seniors in their drivers, fairway woods and hybrids. “When you’ve got a NUNCHUK® in your bag, you’re playing what the pros play,” McCall added.

The NUNCHUK’s® unique Tri-Zonal StabilityTM technology enables golfers of all abilities to more consistently deliver LONG & ACCURATE driver, fairway wood and hybrid shots.  Golfers of all ages and swing speeds who play the NUNCHUK® will see their shot dispersion narrow AND their spin rate reduced - thus increasing both accuracy and distance. 

Facebook Status
Nunchuk shafts by @nVentix recorded a T3 finishes at both The Barclays and the Deutsche Bank Championship. Nunchuks also notched a 4th- and 7th-place finishes at the Boeing Classic on the Champions Tour.  

Twitter Tweets
#Nunchuk shafts by @nVentix card T3 finishes @TheBarclaysGolf and @DBChampionship.  Champions Tour - 4th and 7th place @BoeingClassic.

About nVentix® Golf
nVentix® Golf is a private company based in Dallas, Texas. For more information on nVentix® Golf and the NUNCHUK® Precision Golf Shaft, visit their Web site at www.nventix.com. The nVentix® website contains a list of dealers and PGA professionals golfers can visit to test drive the NUNCHUK® Precision Golf Shaft.  You can also follow what’s new on Facebook.com - nVentix Golf - Nunchuk Precision Golf Shaft - and on Twitter - @nVentix.
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